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Ph.D Research – Extension of last date related to various research activities falls during the period of Lock down due to COVID 19 pandemic – Sanctioned - Orders issued

Ac E I

Ac.E1.A4/2020

Dated: 21/05/2020

Read:- 1. Item No. 10.235 of the minutes of the meeting of the Syndicate on held on 28.04.2020

ORDER

Consequent to the lock down imposed by Government as a part of COVID 19 epidemic management which affected Ph.D Research in University including Ph.D Registration and submission of Thesis, the Syndicate at its meeting held on 28.04.2020, vide paper read as (1) above, considered the letter received from Dr. S. Nazeef, Convenor, Standing Committee of the Syndicate on Academics & Research regarding the extra ordinary situation due to the sudden outbreak of COVID 19 and the difficulties faced by the Research scholars for fulfilling the academic activities within the stipulated time due to the restrictions imposed by the Government.

The Syndicate meeting discussed the matter in detail and resolved to extend the last dates stipulated by the University for performing various academic activities in relation to research programmes which falls within the lockdown period, to July 31st 2020.

Sanction has therefore been accorded to extend the last dates stipulated for various research activities falls within the lockdown period, to 31.07.2020.

Orders are issued accordingly.

Sd/-
MINI G.
DEPUTY REGISTRAR
For REGISTRAR

To
1. The Heads of all University Teaching/Research Departments/Research Centres.
(to be downloaded from the website www.research.keraluniversity.ac.in)
2. The PS to VC/PVC
3. The PA to Registrar/ CE / FO
4. The Director Research
5. The Director Computer Centre
6. The PRO / Reception Officer
7. Ac.EII/ Ac.EV/ Ac.EVI / Ac.EVII
8. Office Copy
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Section Officer